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Abstract 

Developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University, Software 
Quality Requirements Engineering for Acquisition (A-SQUARE) is a methodology used for elic-
iting and prioritizing security requirements as part of the acquisition process. In the project de-
scribed in this paper, we evaluated the effectiveness of the A-SQUARE method by applying it to a 
COTS product for the advanced metering infrastructure of a smart grid. We evaluated the ability 
of the A-SQUARE method to identify security requirements for the COTS product; identify can-
didate COTS products; elicit, categorize, and prioritize security requirements; prioritize COTS 
products; and select a COTS product. We also evaluated the usability of the A-SQUARE tool us-
ing qualitative evaluation criteria. 
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1 Background 

Requirements engineering is the foundation of software engineering. Yet security often is not 
considered during requirements engineering, even though studies have shown that such considera-
tion would benefit software engineering projects. When organizations acquire commercial off-the-
shelf (COTS) software, security is almost never addressed. In this report, we consider the security 
requirements of COTS components. 

1.1 Industry Problem 

Industry organizations commonly use COTS products to speed up development of software. 
COTS product selection is generally based only on features and cost, though scalability and per-
formance are sometimes considered. Security is considered only as an afterthought to functional 
requirements (features). As a result, companies often end up building vulnerable systems. Sixty-
three percent of data breaches are due to bad outsourcing decisions; that is, COTS products are 
acquired without considering the right security quality attributes [Ashford 2013]. 

These bad outsourcing decisions arise from the following problems: 

• failure to identify security requirements for COTS products 

• lack of a well-defined and well-established process for incorporating security require-
ments engineering into acquiring COTS products 

• unprioritized security requirements (Analysis of requirements to understand the relative 
importance of requirements for the COTS product is not performed or not understood.) 

• no established set of principles for specifying requirements for COTS products 

1.2 Current Research 

There is little current research in the area of incorporating security considerations into require-
ments engineering for the acquisition of COTS software.  

Arlene Minkiewicz describes three measures that can be taken to incorporate security into COTS 
[Minkiewicz 2005]: 

1. wrapping non-secure COTS products in a secure layer 

2. acquiring only pre-certified COTS products 

3. certifying COTS products internally 

Nancy Mead proposes another measure: the Security Quality Requirements Engineering method-
ology for Acquisition (A-SQUARE) [Mead 2010]. The Security Quality Requirements Engineer-
ing (SQUARE) methodology [Mead 2005] is a nine-step method used for eliciting and prioritizing 
security requirements. A-SQUARE, an adaptation of the SQUARE method to software acquisi-
tion needs, guides organizations in eliciting security requirements for commercial off-the-shelf 
(COTS) software.  
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In the following sections, we report on the A-SQUARE Case Study project in which we apply the 
A-SQUARE method to a case study for acquiring a COTS product for the advanced metering in-
frastructure (AMI) of a smart grid.  
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2 A-SQUARE Method 

A-SQUARE can be applied to three types of acquisition scenarios: 

1. The acquisition organization holds a typical client role for newly developed software. 

2. The acquisition organization specifies the requirements as part of a request for proposal 
(RFP) for newly developed software. 

3. An organization acquires COTS software. 

In the A-SQUARE Case Study project, we focused on the third scenario, the acquisition of COTS 
software. In this scenario, the organization develops a list of software requirements and compares 
them to the software packages under consideration. 

The steps in the A-SQUARE method for acquiring COTS software are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Process for Acquiring COTS Software 
 Step  Input  Technique Participants Output 

1 Agree on defini-
tions 

Candidate definitions 
from IEEE and other 
standards 

Structured inter-
views and focus 
groups 

Acquisition organization 
stakeholders and security 
specialists 

Agreed-to defini-
tions 

2 Identify assets 
and security 
goals 

Definitions, candidate 
goals, business drivers, 
policies and proce-
dures, and examples 

Facilitated work 
sessions, surveys,  
and interviews 

Acquisition organization 
stakeholders and security 
specialists 

Assets and Goals 

3 Identify prelimi-
nary security 
requirements 

Assets and goals Work sessions Acquisition organization 
stakeholders and security 
specialists 

Preliminary secu-
rity requirements 

4 Review COTS 
software pack-
age information 
and specifica-
tions 

Assets, goals, and 
preliminary security 
requirements 

Studying security 
features of various 
packages and 
documenting them 

Acquisition organization 
stakeholders, security 
specialists, and COTS 
vendor 

Security features 
of various pack-
ages 

5 Review and final-
ize security re-
quirements 

Preliminary security 
requirements and fea-
tures of various pack-
ages 

Conducting work 
sessions where 
participants use 
features to refine, 
review, and modi-
fy preliminary 
security require-
ments  

Acquisitions organization 
stakeholders and security 
specialists 

Final security 
requirements 

6 Perform tradeoff 
analysis 

Final security require-
ments, a spreadsheet 
of security features 

Conducting a 
tradeoff analysis 
of COTS products 
relative to final 
security require-
ments 

Acquisitions organization 
stakeholders and security 
specialists 

Prioritized list of 
COTS products 
relative to security 
requirements 

7 Make the final 
product selec-
tion 

A prioritized list of 
COTS products relative 
to security require-
ments and other COTS 
product features 

Conducting a 
tradeoff analysis 

Acquisitions organization 
stakeholders 

Final product 
selection 
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3 System Architecture and Functional Requirements 

Before applying the A-SQUARE method to our selection of a COTS component—a database 
component—for the AMI of a smart grid [Suleiman 2013], we needed to understand the system 
architecture and functional requirements. In this section, we present the system architecture and a 
description of the functional requirements of the smart grid and its AMI. 

A smart grid is an infrastructure of tools, technologies, and topologies that accommodate central-
ized, distributed, and mobile power generation. A smart grid allows stakeholders to optimally deal 
with different power generation and distribution needs. The infrastructure consists of various 
components, domains, sub-domains, and consumers interacting with one another. Communica-
tions occurs through two kinds of interfaces—electrical (physical) and communications (logical) 
interfaces. Each interface maintains privacy while interacting with other interfaces. Figure 1 
summarizes the smart grid’s communications interfaces and includes the database that the smart 
grid requires to function.  

The database is responsible for maintaining up-to-date and consistent information about access 
control, electricity demand, electricity consumption, electricity generation, transmission, vendors, 
consumers, the workforce, and many other kinds of information.  

A smart grid is a self-healing system that automatically takes corrective measures in case of a 
failure, without human intervention. The databases that a smart grid uses also must satisfy this 
property to work effectively with the smart grid. 

An AMI is a measuring system that can read, store, and transmit the usage, demand, and usage 
trends of electricity for many users. This system is used for load and power control, as well as 
monitoring. The database of an AMI stores information about electricity usage and demand for 
every customer as well as other personal information about consumers. If the security of this data 
is not handled properly, confidential information could be lost or a loss of power (due to modifi-
cations of the readings in the data store) could occur and lead to power failure, surge, or associat-
ed safety issues. 

The following security requirements, specifically for the AMI database, are in addition to the se-
curity requirements of the overall smart grid: 

Trust - Data is accessed and used only by appropriate users and devices. It is communicated 
only through appropriate protocols. 
Privacy - Access to energy or security-related information by unauthorized sources is pre-
vented. 
Communications and Device Security - All devices and communications channels are se-
cure. 
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Figure 1: Smart Grid Communications Interfaces1 

1 Adapted from the smart grid shown in the September 2013 article, Evaluating the Effectiveness of Security 
Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) Method: A Case Study Using Smart Grid Advanced Metering In-
frastructure [Suleiman 2013]. 
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4 Research Method 

For this project, we used a case study to perform a holistic investigation. Using the research de-
sign proposed by Suleiman and Sventinovic [Suleiman 2013], we investigated how and why an 
attacker would target an AMI database. This analysis forms the most important work in this case 
study. (The data sources for this analysis are cited from academic and industrial publications.) 

The research design of this case study is illustrated in Figure 2. We began the design by identify-
ing our research objectives. We then identified our research questions and units of analysis. Next, 
we prepared, sorted, and organized data during the data collection step. This evaluation is per-
formed to determine the effectiveness of the method. 

Figure 2: Case Study Design Plan Flowchart 
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The research objective of this project is to evaluate the effectiveness of using the A-SQUARE 
method to aid selection of a database component for an AMI. The effectiveness of A-SQUARE is 
evaluated by analyzing the documents produced, which contain threats, vulnerabilities, and risks, 
and their categorization, requirements, and prioritization. Through these artifacts, the evaluation is 
done by using the following criteria for evaluating the A-SQUARE method: 

Involvement of stakeholders and vendors – the provision that allows all stakeholders to 
communicate their security concerns about the COTS component 
Ease of combining security requirements with other kinds of requirements - the facility pro-
vided for specifying other kinds of requirements, such as functional requirements or other 
quality attributes 
Ability to perform tradeoffs between security and other requirements - the ability to analyze 
and prioritize security while keeping other requirements (functional and other quality re-
quirements) in mind 
Support for revision - the ability to add, delete, or update requirements after initially select-
ing them 
Traceability - the clarity of the decision process and the decisions made throughout the A-
SQUARE process, which is required to justify the rationale behind a decision 
Consistency - the ability of the method to identify that two security requirements are contra-
dictory 

We asked the following questions to evaluate the effectiveness of the A-SQUARE method for 
selecting a database for the AMI. Our questions build on those asked by Suleiman and Svetinovic 
[Suleiman 2013]. 

1. What are the main security scenarios and requirements of the database component in the 
AMI? 

2. What are the main threats and risks to a database component in the AMI? 

3. What are the requirements that a COTS database product should satisfy to prevent this? 

4. How can we categorize and prioritize these requirements? 

We also defined the following criteria for evaluating the A-SQUARE tool: 

Usability - the ease of setup and use of the A-SQUARE tool and the amount of time a new 
user would require to understand and to effectively use the tool 
Robustness - the reliability of the tool and the results provided by it 
Conformance to A-SQUARE - the tool’s ability to support different implementations of the 
A-SQUARE method through required features 
Traceability - the support provided by the tool to provide a clear understanding of the deci-
sion process and the decisions made throughout the steps of the A-SQUARE method, which 
is required to justify the rationale behind a decision 
Support for various methods - the ability of the tool to support different techniques applied in 
each of the steps of the A-SQUARE method (e.g., the ability to support various techniques to 
perform tradeoff analysis) 
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5 Applying the A-SQUARE Method 

The A-SQUARE [Mead 2013] method considers security requirements along with functional re-
quirements and other quality attributes for COTS acquisition. This method consists of the follow-
ing steps:2 

1. Agree on definitions. 

2. Identify assets and goals. 

3. Identify preliminary security requirements. 

4. Review COTS package information and specification. 

5. Review and finalize security requirements. 

6. Perform tradeoff analysis. 

7. Make the final product selection. 

The A-SQUARE method relies on the following roles: 

The administrator is a role required only for the use of the A-SQUARE tool. The process it-
self does not require an administrator. The administrator is responsible for assigning the right 
access control privileges to the various users of the tool. 
The acquisition organization engineer (AOE) is the person responsible for understanding, 
overseeing, and ensuring the correct conduct of the A-SQUARE process. He/she is responsi-
ble for identifying goals and sub-goals and is involved throughout the A-SQUARE process. 
The acquisition organization stakeholders are the people who participate in the selection 
process and the A-SQUARE steps, but do not necessarily interact with the A-SQUARE tool. 
The security specialist is a subject matter expert who is knowledgeable about the COTS 
products on the market and about security. 
The COTS vendor is the person who provides the COTS component to the acquiring organi-
zation. 
The contractor is the person from the acquiring organization who contracts the development 
of a COTS product. (For this case study, this role is not relevant.) 

For the first step, agree on definitions, we drew from the definitions provided by the tool and add-
ed some other relevant definitions. 

In the second step, identify assets and goals, we identified a high-level goal for the case study. We 
identified sub-goals that would ensure the achievement of the main goal. We also identified arti-
facts that would map to these sub-goals. 

2 These steps are presented in detail in Table 1. 
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In the third step, identify preliminary security requirements, we used the original requirements for 
the AMI to identify possible security requirements for the COTS product to be used in the AMI. 

For the fourth step, review COTS package information and specification, we used a web search to 
identify candidate products. We shortlisted four COTS products based on their features. 

The fifth step, review and finalize security requirements, allowed us to revisit the previously elic-
ited requirements and make changes or add new requirements. 

For the sixth step, perform tradeoff analysis, we conducted interviews and brainstorming sessions. 

The final product selection was based on the results of the tradeoff analysis step. 
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6 Case Study Results 

In this section, we describe the results of using the A-SQUARE method to elicit and prioritize 
security requirements for (and ultimately select) a COTS database for the AMI. To apply A-
SQUARE successfully, it was important to fully understand the requirements for the AMI. In the 
following paragraphs, we describe each step and the results we observed. We conducted all of 
these steps using the A-SQUARE tool. 

Step 1: Agree on definitions. 

We identified 74 terms that needed to be defined. The tool provided a list from which we could 
choose definitions relevant to this project. 

Step 2: Identify assets and security goals. 

We started this step by identifying a single high-level goal, Acquire a database product that satis-
fies the functional, quality, and security needs for the advanced metering infrastructure. The ac-
quisition organization’s engineer is responsible for conducting this step, and the tool ensures that 
only the AOE can perform this step. 

We then identified the sub-goals and the artifacts needed to support them. We identified 11 quali-
ty sub-goals in addition to the functional sub-goals. We identified four types of artifacts: 

1. architecture diagram 
2. use cases 
3. misuse cases 
4. the SEI security quality attribute template 

The mapping of security goals to assets and the relative priorities of the sub-goals are shown in 
Table 2. The prioritization was done in a brainstorming session in which various scenarios were 
discussed for each goal to understand the importance of the goals. 

Table 2: Mapping and Prioritization of Sub-Goals and Assets 
Priority Sub-Goal Assets 

1 Functional Goals  • use cases 

2 Confidentiality - Data must be accessible only by 
authorized entities. Encryption is needed to sup-
port confidentiality, and privacy is needed to en-
sure that this sub-goal is met. 

• architecture diagram 
• misuse cases 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 

3 Authentication - The identity of the person ac-
cessing the data and resources of the system are 
verified before allowing access. 

• misuse cases 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 
• use cases 

4 Access Control – Access must be restricted 
based on criteria other than the identity of the 
user (e.g., role). 

• misuse cases 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 
• use cases 
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5 Non-Repudiation - The user should not be able to 
deny something he/she did, including receiving, 
tampering with, or changing information. 

• architecture diagram 
• misuse cases 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 
• use cases 

6 Reliability - The smart grid should be reliable; 
therefore, the database should also be reliable 
(by replicability or some other mechanism). 

• architecture diagram 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 

7 Fault Tolerance - The smart grid should be fault 
tolerant; therefore, the database also should be 
fault tolerant. 

• architecture diagram 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 

8 Availability - The data should be available to 
authorized entities whenever needed. 

• architecture diagram 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 

9 Scalability - The database should be able to 
scale independently and should be modular. 

• architecture diagram 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 

10 Authorization – The database should be able to 
give a person or a system permission to perform 
some actions on the database. 

• misuse cases 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 
• use cases 

11 Capacity - The user requests could be up to a 
million requests per second. The database 
should be able to handle this volume by using 
appropriate mechanisms such as caching. 

• architecture diagram 
• security quality attribute template from the SEI 

12 Integrity - The data should be complete and safe 
from being updated or deleted by unauthorized 
sources. 

• architecture diagram 

Step 3: Identify preliminary security requirements. 

The security specialist is responsible for this step. Access control is ensured by the tool. The secu-
rity specialist, who understands the needs of the system, identifies and describes in detail a set of 
requirements that a database COTS component for the AMI must satisfy. 

There should be enough detail in the descriptions to understand whether a particular COTS prod-
uct meets the requirement. We identified 10 security requirements and mapped them to the securi-
ty sub-goals identified in step 2. The list of security requirements and their mapping to goals for 
the database are summarized in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Security Requirements and Goal Mapping 
Requirement Goal 

The database product can read and transmit 512-bit key-encrypted data. This ability is de-
signed to ensure that all man-in-the-middle attacks are very hard to carry out. Man-in-the-
middle attacks are possible when a monitoring device can be set up at the infrared port of the 
smart meter. 

• Confidentiality 

The database should be updatable by a large number of users who can perform CRUD (Cre-
ate, Read, Update, Delete) requests only on tables created for them or by them. The data-
base should provide each user with his/her own username and password. This feature is 
used when a large number of smart meters (SMs) are installed in the grid. Every SM should 
be its own user so that, even if the encryption of one of SM is broken, the rest of the SMs are 
not affected. 

• Integrity 

• Authorization 

• Access Control 

The database product should support data encryption for the data it stores so that, even if the 
attacker obtains the data, the data cannot be read and understood. Only users with the right 
access for that data should be able to decrypt it. 

• Access Control 

• Confidentiality 

All operations conducted on the database should be logged. If a user makes a change, such 
as creating, updating, or deleting, the database should be able to remotely and securely log 
these actions. The log should contain information such as change made, previous revision, 
change made by (username or unknown user), user source (IP or MAC address), and 
change made on (date/time). The log should be created only by the database and no one 
should be able to change it. The administrator should be allowed to access it (read only). 

• Non-repudiation 

The database should be able to accommodate large numbers of queries. It should use 
mechanisms, such as queuing, caching, and distributed processing, to process a large num-
ber of queries without breaking down. 

• Reliability 

• Performance 

• Fault-Tolerance 

The database should support the creation of tables and records on the fly. The database 
should support independent scaling of information regardless of the hardware; that is, it 
should support a distributed file system. The database could be relational or not. 

• Scalability 

The database should be available over a network. It should be possible to remotely issue all 
commands on the database. It should not succumb to threats or attacks. 

• Availability 

The database should be capable of communicating using any communications protocol and 
should be able to handle changes in the protocol. 

• Functional goal 

The database should be able to run on the proprietary operating system developed for the 
smart grid’s AMI. 

• Functional goal 

 

The database should support virtualization that enables the CPU and memory allocated to it 
to be easily increased or decreased. It should have the facility to run over physically distrib-
uted servers. 

• Functional goal 

 

 

Step 4 - Review COTS package information and specification. 

In this step, we identified a set of COTS products that satisfied the functional requirements and 
the quality requirements for the data component of the AMI. The identification was done using 
only internet research of COTS vendor websites and information sites to find candidates and 
study their features. We conducted further research to gain consensus on the usability, support, 
and robustness of the product. This research involved exploring information other than that pro-
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vided by vendors; we reviewed information about the candidate products on online forums such 
as stackoverflow and quora. 

The COTS products were rated based on the research. The following table with the COTS prod-
ucts shown anonymously and their ratings resulted. The left column contains the goals. The num-
bers between 1 and 3 in the right columns signify the usability and community support for the 
particular goal for that particular product (1 is a poor rating, 2 is a mediocre rating and 3 is a good 
rating). We quantified the candidate products using these ratings.  

Table 4: COTS Products and Their Ratings 

 Product A Product B Product C Product D 

Encrypted Communications 3 3 2 2 

Authorization 3 2 2 2 

Access Control 3 2 2 2 

Encryption 3 3 2 2 

Non-Repudiation  3 2 2 2 

Functional Requirements 3 2 2 1 

Other Quality Attributes 3 2 2 2 

Availability 3 2 2 1 

Step 5 - Review and Finalize Requirements. 

This step is conducted only by the security specialist; the tool ensures that access to this step is 
provided only to the security specialist. The security specialist reviews every requirement while 
comparing the requirements with the features provided by each of the tools. If a requirement 
needs to be changed, the requirement is submitted for review. If the requirement does not need to 
be changed, it is considered to be approved. In this case study, all of the COTS products support-
ed all of the requirements. Therefore, all of the requirements were approved. 

Step 6 - Perform Tradeoff Analysis. 

This step is conducted to understand the relative priorities of the COTS products. Each COTS 
product was given a score based on its support of each of the goals. The COTS products were 
ranked based on the total count of these values. The scoring scheme is presented in the explana-
tion for Step 4 - Review COTS package information and specification. 
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The rankings we obtained are summarized in Table 5: 

Table 5: Rankings of COTS Products (1 = high) 

COTS Package Ranking 

Product A 1 

Product B 2 

Product C 3 

Product D 4 

Step 7 - Make the final product selection. 

In this step, a final product is selected from the candidate COTS packages. The final product se-
lection can be based on criteria such as community support, cost, training required, or setup costs. 
We made the selection using community support as the criteria and found that the community 
support is the greatest for Product A. Therefore, our final choice was Product A. 
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7 Evaluation 

In this section, we evaluate the application of the A-SQUARE method to selecting a COTS data-
base product for an AMI. We specified nine use cases and developed a security quality attribute 
template and system architecture diagram. We identified 11 quality requirements, 8 of which were 
security requirements. The entire process of applying the A-SQUARE method for selecting a da-
tabase product for an AMI took us 12 person-weeks, including all of the steps prior (data collec-
tion) and after (report generation). 

7.1 Evaluating the A-SQUARE Method 

The criteria used to evaluate the A-SQUARE method are discussed below: 

Involvement of stakeholders. Three roles participate in this case study: the security specialist, ac-
quisition organization engineer, and COTS vendor. The acquisition organization engineer per-
forms Step 2 - Identify assets and goals. The assets and goals for the software system being ac-
quired are identified in this step. This step is performed by the acquisition organization engineer. 
In Step 3 - Identify preliminary security requirements, the initial security requirements for the 
COTS product are identified by the security specialist. In Step 4 - Review COTS package infor-
mation and specification, the COTS vendor describes the security features provided by the COTS 
component. In this way, all of the roles’ concerns are taken into account. 

Ease of combining security requirements with other requirements. In Step 2 - Identify assets and 
goals, there is no emphasis on any kind of requirements. The requirements are identified through 
the goals; therefore, both security and non-security quality requirements are identified. 

Ability to perform tradeoff between security and other kind of quality attributes. In Step 6 - Per-
form tradeoff analysis, we prioritized the various quality attributes; based on these quality attrib-
utes, we prioritized the COTS components. These results show that A-SQUARE has the ability to 
perform tradeoff analysis between security and other kinds of quality attributes. 

Support for revision. In A-SQUARE, Step 5 - Review and finalize security requirements allows 
requirements to be reviewed and revised. 

Traceability. Each of the steps in A-SQUARE requires an exit criteria artifact. Each decision can 
be traced back to its rationale using the artifacts. 

Consistency. In A-SQUARE, Step 5 - Review and finalize requirements ensures consistency. If 
two requirements are contradictory, the discrepancy can be rectified in this step. 

7.2 Evaluating the A-SQUARE Tool 

The evaluation criteria for the A-SQUARE tool are discussed below. 

Usability. The tool is available as a free download from the SEI website. There are instructions 
provided to use the tool. The installation process involves manually starting the server and setting 
up the databases. The server is an Apache web server, and the database is MySQL. This tool ex-
pects the database name to have a space, whereas MySQL did not allow us to create a database 
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with a space in its name. Therefore, we changed the configuration file for the tool to expect a dif-
ferent database name. Once this was done, the tool worked as expected. The tool has several user 
types, and the instruction manual was helpful in understanding the access rights of the different 
types of users. It is intuitive and user friendly for a sophisticated user who is well versed in soft-
ware engineering. This tool would not be considered easy to use by an inexperienced user. 

Robustness. The tool did not lose data. After multiple restarts, the data persisted. 

Conformance to A-SQUARE. We could perform all of the A-SQUARE steps using the tool. The 
tool even made it easy to perform these steps, laying out relevant information in an easy format 
throughout. 

Traceability. The tool provides ways to document rationale behind important decisions such as 
priority assignments and final product selection. 

Support for various techniques. The tool records the results of each step and the rationale behind 
decisions without regard to technique. 
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8 Conclusion 

In conclusion, we found that each step of the A-SQUARE method provided the analyst with a 
good representation of the results. For example, the developed artifacts—use cases, the architec-
ture diagram, and the security quality template from the SEI—helped us to understand the system 
well. The A-SQUARE tool helped us to neatly document and visualize the results along with the 
rationale. The tool provided us ample facilities to prioritize, categorize, and display security re-
quirements. 

The A-SQUARE tool also provided us with the steps for performing tradeoff analysis so that the 
relative priorities between the different types of requirements could be understood. 

The A-SQUARE method had some disadvantages; for example, it did not provide a template to 
elicit, categorize, or prioritize requirements. These steps can be done in any fashion that the user 
decides, which can affect the accuracy of the final results. The A-SQUARE tool also lacked a 
function to check the completeness of the requirements elicitation process and a framework for 
final product selection. 

There are some areas of research that the A-SQUARE method would benefit from: 

• Techniques for measuring the security of COTS components 

• Prioritization of COTS components for a project 

These areas would greatly benefit the A-SQUARE method. The application of pairwise compari-
sons to prioritize and make decisions about the priorities of COTS components would fall under 
the second area of research. 

Other prioritization techniques should be applied to the A-SQUARE method, and a comparative 
study of the best prioritization technique for various types of projects should be found. The sup-
port for various techniques should be provided by the A-SQUARE tool if new techniques are add-
ed to the method. 

The tool serves its purpose of assisting the user of the A-SQUARE method well. No changes are 
recommended at this time. 
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	1 Background
	1.1 Industry Problem
	1.2 Current Research

	Requirements engineering is the foundation of software engineering. Yet security often is not considered during requirements engineering, even though studies have shown that such consideration would benefit software engineering projects. When organizations acquire commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software, security is almost never addressed. In this report, we consider the security requirements of COTS components.
	Industry organizations commonly use COTS products to speed up development of software. COTS product selection is generally based only on features and cost, though scalability and performance are sometimes considered. Security is considered only as an afterthought to functional requirements (features). As a result, companies often end up building vulnerable systems. Sixty-three percent of data breaches are due to bad outsourcing decisions; that is, COTS products are acquired without considering the right security quality attributes [Ashford 2013].
	These bad outsourcing decisions arise from the following problems:
	 failure to identify security requirements for COTS products
	 lack of a well-defined and well-established process for incorporating security requirements engineering into acquiring COTS products
	 unprioritized security requirements (Analysis of requirements to understand the relative importance of requirements for the COTS product is not performed or not understood.)
	 no established set of principles for specifying requirements for COTS products
	There is little current research in the area of incorporating security considerations into requirements engineering for the acquisition of COTS software. 
	Arlene Minkiewicz describes three measures that can be taken to incorporate security into COTS [Minkiewicz 2005]:
	1. wrapping non-secure COTS products in a secure layer
	2. acquiring only pre-certified COTS products
	3. certifying COTS products internally
	Nancy Mead proposes another measure: the Security Quality Requirements Engineering methodology for Acquisition (A-SQUARE) [Mead 2010]. The Security Quality Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) methodology [Mead 2005] is a nine-step method used for eliciting and prioritizing security requirements. A-SQUARE, an adaptation of the SQUARE method to software acquisition needs, guides organizations in eliciting security requirements for commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software. 
	In the following sections, we report on the A-SQUARE Case Study project in which we apply the A-SQUARE method to a case study for acquiring a COTS product for the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) of a smart grid. 
	2 A-SQUARE Method
	A-SQUARE can be applied to three types of acquisition scenarios:
	1. The acquisition organization holds a typical client role for newly developed software.
	2. The acquisition organization specifies the requirements as part of a request for proposal (RFP) for newly developed software.
	3. An organization acquires COTS software.
	In the A-SQUARE Case Study project, we focused on the third scenario, the acquisition of COTS software. In this scenario, the organization develops a list of software requirements and compares them to the software packages under consideration.
	The steps in the A-SQUARE method for acquiring COTS software are shown in Table 1.
	Table 1: Process for Acquiring COTS Software
	Output
	Participants
	Technique
	Input 
	Step 
	Agreed-to definitions
	Acquisition organization stakeholders and security specialists
	Structured interviews and focus groups
	Candidate definitions from IEEE and other standards
	Agree on definitions
	1
	Identify assets and security goals
	Assets and Goals
	Acquisition organization stakeholders and security specialists
	Facilitated work sessions, surveys,  and interviews
	Definitions, candidate goals, business drivers, policies and procedures, and examples
	2
	Preliminary security requirements
	Acquisition organization stakeholders and security specialists
	Work sessions
	Assets and goals
	Identify preliminary security requirements
	3
	Security features of various packages
	Acquisition organization stakeholders, security specialists, and COTS vendor
	Studying security features of various packages and documenting them
	Assets, goals, and preliminary security requirements
	Review COTS software package information and specifications
	4
	Final security requirements
	Acquisitions organization stakeholders and security specialists
	Conducting work sessions where participants use features to refine, review, and modify preliminary security requirements 
	Preliminary security requirements and features of various packages
	Review and finalize security requirements
	5
	Prioritized list of COTS products relative to security requirements
	Acquisitions organization stakeholders and security specialists
	Conducting a tradeoff analysis of COTS products relative to final security requirements
	Final security requirements, a spreadsheet of security features
	Perform tradeoff analysis
	6
	Final product selection
	Acquisitions organization stakeholders
	Conducting a tradeoff analysis
	A prioritized list of COTS products relative to security requirements and other COTS product features
	Make the final product selection
	7
	3 System Architecture and Functional Requirements
	Before applying the A-SQUARE method to our selection of a COTS component—a database component—for the AMI of a smart grid [Suleiman 2013], we needed to understand the system architecture and functional requirements. In this section, we present the system architecture and a description of the functional requirements of the smart grid and its AMI.
	A smart grid is an infrastructure of tools, technologies, and topologies that accommodate centralized, distributed, and mobile power generation. A smart grid allows stakeholders to optimally deal with different power generation and distribution needs. The infrastructure consists of various components, domains, sub-domains, and consumers interacting with one another. Communications occurs through two kinds of interfaces—electrical (physical) and communications (logical) interfaces. Each interface maintains privacy while interacting with other interfaces. Figure 1 summarizes the smart grid’s communications interfaces and includes the database that the smart grid requires to function. 
	The database is responsible for maintaining up-to-date and consistent information about access control, electricity demand, electricity consumption, electricity generation, transmission, vendors, consumers, the workforce, and many other kinds of information. 
	A smart grid is a self-healing system that automatically takes corrective measures in case of a failure, without human intervention. The databases that a smart grid uses also must satisfy this property to work effectively with the smart grid.
	An AMI is a measuring system that can read, store, and transmit the usage, demand, and usage trends of electricity for many users. This system is used for load and power control, as well as monitoring. The database of an AMI stores information about electricity usage and demand for every customer as well as other personal information about consumers. If the security of this data is not handled properly, confidential information could be lost or a loss of power (due to modifications of the readings in the data store) could occur and lead to power failure, surge, or associated safety issues.
	The following security requirements, specifically for the AMI database, are in addition to the security requirements of the overall smart grid:
	Trust - Data is accessed and used only by appropriate users and devices. It is communicated only through appropriate protocols.
	Privacy - Access to energy or security-related information by unauthorized sources is prevented.
	Communications and Device Security - All devices and communications channels are secure.
	/
	Figure 1: Smart Grid Communications Interfaces
	4 Research Method
	For this project, we used a case study to perform a holistic investigation. Using the research design proposed by Suleiman and Sventinovic [Suleiman 2013], we investigated how and why an attacker would target an AMI database. This analysis forms the most important work in this case study. (The data sources for this analysis are cited from academic and industrial publications.)
	The research design of this case study is illustrated in Figure 2. We began the design by identifying our research objectives. We then identified our research questions and units of analysis. Next, we prepared, sorted, and organized data during the data collection step. This evaluation is performed to determine the effectiveness of the method.
	Figure 2: Case Study Design Plan Flowchart
	The research objective of this project is to evaluate the effectiveness of using the A-SQUARE method to aid selection of a database component for an AMI. The effectiveness of A-SQUARE is evaluated by analyzing the documents produced, which contain threats, vulnerabilities, and risks, and their categorization, requirements, and prioritization. Through these artifacts, the evaluation is done by using the following criteria for evaluating the A-SQUARE method:
	Involvement of stakeholders and vendors – the provision that allows all stakeholders to communicate their security concerns about the COTS component
	Ease of combining security requirements with other kinds of requirements - the facility provided for specifying other kinds of requirements, such as functional requirements or other quality attributes
	Ability to perform tradeoffs between security and other requirements - the ability to analyze and prioritize security while keeping other requirements (functional and other quality requirements) in mind
	Support for revision - the ability to add, delete, or update requirements after initially selecting them
	Traceability - the clarity of the decision process and the decisions made throughout the A-SQUARE process, which is required to justify the rationale behind a decision
	Consistency - the ability of the method to identify that two security requirements are contradictory
	We asked the following questions to evaluate the effectiveness of the A-SQUARE method for selecting a database for the AMI. Our questions build on those asked by Suleiman and Svetinovic [Suleiman 2013].
	1. What are the main security scenarios and requirements of the database component in the AMI?
	2. What are the main threats and risks to a database component in the AMI?
	3. What are the requirements that a COTS database product should satisfy to prevent this?
	4. How can we categorize and prioritize these requirements?
	We also defined the following criteria for evaluating the A-SQUARE tool:
	Usability - the ease of setup and use of the A-SQUARE tool and the amount of time a new user would require to understand and to effectively use the tool
	Robustness - the reliability of the tool and the results provided by it
	Conformance to A-SQUARE - the tool’s ability to support different implementations of the A-SQUARE method through required features
	Traceability - the support provided by the tool to provide a clear understanding of the decision process and the decisions made throughout the steps of the A-SQUARE method, which is required to justify the rationale behind a decision
	Support for various methods - the ability of the tool to support different techniques applied in each of the steps of the A-SQUARE method (e.g., the ability to support various techniques to perform tradeoff analysis)
	5 Applying the A-SQUARE Method
	The A-SQUARE [Mead 2013] method considers security requirements along with functional requirements and other quality attributes for COTS acquisition. This method consists of the following steps:
	1. Agree on definitions.
	2. Identify assets and goals.
	3. Identify preliminary security requirements.
	4. Review COTS package information and specification.
	5. Review and finalize security requirements.
	6. Perform tradeoff analysis.
	7. Make the final product selection.
	The A-SQUARE method relies on the following roles:
	The administrator is a role required only for the use of the A-SQUARE tool. The process itself does not require an administrator. The administrator is responsible for assigning the right access control privileges to the various users of the tool.
	The acquisition organization engineer (AOE) is the person responsible for understanding, overseeing, and ensuring the correct conduct of the A-SQUARE process. He/she is responsible for identifying goals and sub-goals and is involved throughout the A-SQUARE process.
	The acquisition organization stakeholders are the people who participate in the selection process and the A-SQUARE steps, but do not necessarily interact with the A-SQUARE tool.
	The security specialist is a subject matter expert who is knowledgeable about the COTS products on the market and about security.
	The COTS vendor is the person who provides the COTS component to the acquiring organization.
	The contractor is the person from the acquiring organization who contracts the development of a COTS product. (For this case study, this role is not relevant.)
	For the first step, agree on definitions, we drew from the definitions provided by the tool and added some other relevant definitions.
	In the second step, identify assets and goals, we identified a high-level goal for the case study. We identified sub-goals that would ensure the achievement of the main goal. We also identified artifacts that would map to these sub-goals.
	In the third step, identify preliminary security requirements, we used the original requirements for the AMI to identify possible security requirements for the COTS product to be used in the AMI.
	For the fourth step, review COTS package information and specification, we used a web search to identify candidate products. We shortlisted four COTS products based on their features.
	The fifth step, review and finalize security requirements, allowed us to revisit the previously elicited requirements and make changes or add new requirements.
	For the sixth step, perform tradeoff analysis, we conducted interviews and brainstorming sessions.
	The final product selection was based on the results of the tradeoff analysis step.
	6 Case Study Results
	Step 1: Agree on definitions.
	Step 2: Identify assets and security goals.
	Step 3: Identify preliminary security requirements.
	Step 4 - Review COTS package information and specification.
	Step 5 - Review and Finalize Requirements.
	Step 6 - Perform Tradeoff Analysis.
	Step 7 - Make the final product selection.

	In this section, we describe the results of using the A-SQUARE method to elicit and prioritize security requirements for (and ultimately select) a COTS database for the AMI. To apply A-SQUARE successfully, it was important to fully understand the requirements for the AMI. In the following paragraphs, we describe each step and the results we observed. We conducted all of these steps using the A-SQUARE tool.
	We identified 74 terms that needed to be defined. The tool provided a list from which we could choose definitions relevant to this project.
	We started this step by identifying a single high-level goal, Acquire a database product that satisfies the functional, quality, and security needs for the advanced metering infrastructure. The acquisition organization’s engineer is responsible for conducting this step, and the tool ensures that only the AOE can perform this step.
	We then identified the sub-goals and the artifacts needed to support them. We identified 11 quality sub-goals in addition to the functional sub-goals. We identified four types of artifacts:
	1. architecture diagram
	2. use cases
	3. misuse cases
	4. the SEI security quality attribute template
	The mapping of security goals to assets and the relative priorities of the sub-goals are shown in Table 2. The prioritization was done in a brainstorming session in which various scenarios were discussed for each goal to understand the importance of the goals.
	Table 2: Mapping and Prioritization of Sub-Goals and Assets
	Assets
	Sub-Goal
	Priority
	 use cases
	Functional Goals 
	1
	 architecture diagram
	Confidentiality - Data must be accessible only by authorized entities. Encryption is needed to support confidentiality, and privacy is needed to ensure that this sub-goal is met.
	2
	 misuse cases
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 misuse cases
	Authentication - The identity of the person accessing the data and resources of the system are verified before allowing access.
	3
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 use cases
	 misuse cases
	Access Control – Access must be restricted based on criteria other than the identity of the user (e.g., role).
	4
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 use cases
	 architecture diagram
	Non-Repudiation - The user should not be able to deny something he/she did, including receiving, tampering with, or changing information.
	5
	 misuse cases
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 use cases
	 architecture diagram
	Reliability - The smart grid should be reliable; therefore, the database should also be reliable (by replicability or some other mechanism).
	6
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 architecture diagram
	Fault Tolerance - The smart grid should be fault tolerant; therefore, the database also should be fault tolerant.
	7
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 architecture diagram
	Availability - The data should be available to authorized entities whenever needed.
	8
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 architecture diagram
	Scalability - The database should be able to scale independently and should be modular.
	9
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 misuse cases
	Authorization – The database should be able to give a person or a system permission to perform some actions on the database.
	10
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 use cases
	Capacity - The user requests could be up to a million requests per second. The database should be able to handle this volume by using appropriate mechanisms such as caching.
	 architecture diagram
	11
	 security quality attribute template from the SEI
	 architecture diagram
	Integrity - The data should be complete and safe from being updated or deleted by unauthorized sources.
	12
	The security specialist is responsible for this step. Access control is ensured by the tool. The security specialist, who understands the needs of the system, identifies and describes in detail a set of requirements that a database COTS component for the AMI must satisfy.
	There should be enough detail in the descriptions to understand whether a particular COTS product meets the requirement. We identified 10 security requirements and mapped them to the security sub-goals identified in step 2. The list of security requirements and their mapping to goals for the database are summarized in Table 3.
	Table 3: Security Requirements and Goal Mapping
	Requirement
	Goal
	 Confidentiality
	The database product can read and transmit 512-bit key-encrypted data. This ability is designed to ensure that all man-in-the-middle attacks are very hard to carry out. Man-in-the-middle attacks are possible when a monitoring device can be set up at the infrared port of the smart meter.
	 Integrity
	The database should be updatable by a large number of users who can perform CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) requests only on tables created for them or by them. The database should provide each user with his/her own username and password. This feature is used when a large number of smart meters (SMs) are installed in the grid. Every SM should be its own user so that, even if the encryption of one of SM is broken, the rest of the SMs are not affected.
	 Authorization
	 Access Control
	 Access Control
	The database product should support data encryption for the data it stores so that, even if the attacker obtains the data, the data cannot be read and understood. Only users with the right access for that data should be able to decrypt it.
	 Confidentiality
	 Non-repudiation
	All operations conducted on the database should be logged. If a user makes a change, such as creating, updating, or deleting, the database should be able to remotely and securely log these actions. The log should contain information such as change made, previous revision, change made by (username or unknown user), user source (IP or MAC address), and change made on (date/time). The log should be created only by the database and no one should be able to change it. The administrator should be allowed to access it (read only).
	 Reliability
	The database should be able to accommodate large numbers of queries. It should use mechanisms, such as queuing, caching, and distributed processing, to process a large number of queries without breaking down.
	 Performance
	 Fault-Tolerance
	 Scalability
	The database should support the creation of tables and records on the fly. The database should support independent scaling of information regardless of the hardware; that is, it should support a distributed file system. The database could be relational or not.
	 Availability
	The database should be available over a network. It should be possible to remotely issue all commands on the database. It should not succumb to threats or attacks.
	 Functional goal
	The database should be capable of communicating using any communications protocol and should be able to handle changes in the protocol.
	 Functional goal
	The database should be able to run on the proprietary operating system developed for the smart grid’s AMI.
	 Functional goal
	The database should support virtualization that enables the CPU and memory allocated to it to be easily increased or decreased. It should have the facility to run over physically distributed servers.
	In this step, we identified a set of COTS products that satisfied the functional requirements and the quality requirements for the data component of the AMI. The identification was done using only internet research of COTS vendor websites and information sites to find candidates and study their features. We conducted further research to gain consensus on the usability, support, and robustness of the product. This research involved exploring information other than that provided by vendors; we reviewed information about the candidate products on online forums such as stackoverflow and quora.
	The COTS products were rated based on the research. The following table with the COTS products shown anonymously and their ratings resulted. The left column contains the goals. The numbers between 1 and 3 in the right columns signify the usability and community support for the particular goal for that particular product (1 is a poor rating, 2 is a mediocre rating and 3 is a good rating). We quantified the candidate products using these ratings. 
	Table 4: COTS Products and Their Ratings
	Product D
	Product C
	Product B
	Product A
	2
	2
	3
	3
	Encrypted Communications
	2
	2
	2
	3
	Authorization
	2
	2
	2
	3
	Access Control
	2
	2
	3
	3
	Encryption
	2
	2
	2
	3
	Non-Repudiation 
	1
	2
	2
	3
	Functional Requirements
	2
	2
	2
	3
	Other Quality Attributes
	1
	2
	2
	3
	Availability
	This step is conducted only by the security specialist; the tool ensures that access to this step is provided only to the security specialist. The security specialist reviews every requirement while comparing the requirements with the features provided by each of the tools. If a requirement needs to be changed, the requirement is submitted for review. If the requirement does not need to be changed, it is considered to be approved. In this case study, all of the COTS products supported all of the requirements. Therefore, all of the requirements were approved.
	This step is conducted to understand the relative priorities of the COTS products. Each COTS product was given a score based on its support of each of the goals. The COTS products were ranked based on the total count of these values. The scoring scheme is presented in the explanation for Step 4 - Review COTS package information and specification.
	The rankings we obtained are summarized in Table 5:
	Table 5: Rankings of COTS Products (1 = high)
	Ranking
	COTS Package
	1
	Product A
	2
	Product B
	3
	Product C
	4
	Product D
	In this step, a final product is selected from the candidate COTS packages. The final product selection can be based on criteria such as community support, cost, training required, or setup costs. We made the selection using community support as the criteria and found that the community support is the greatest for Product A. Therefore, our final choice was Product A.
	7 Evaluation
	7.1 Evaluating the A-SQUARE Method
	7.2 Evaluating the A-SQUARE Tool

	In this section, we evaluate the application of the A-SQUARE method to selecting a COTS database product for an AMI. We specified nine use cases and developed a security quality attribute template and system architecture diagram. We identified 11 quality requirements, 8 of which were security requirements. The entire process of applying the A-SQUARE method for selecting a database product for an AMI took us 12 person-weeks, including all of the steps prior (data collection) and after (report generation).
	The criteria used to evaluate the A-SQUARE method are discussed below:
	Involvement of stakeholders. Three roles participate in this case study: the security specialist, acquisition organization engineer, and COTS vendor. The acquisition organization engineer performs Step 2 - Identify assets and goals. The assets and goals for the software system being acquired are identified in this step. This step is performed by the acquisition organization engineer. In Step 3 - Identify preliminary security requirements, the initial security requirements for the COTS product are identified by the security specialist. In Step 4 - Review COTS package information and specification, the COTS vendor describes the security features provided by the COTS component. In this way, all of the roles’ concerns are taken into account.
	Ease of combining security requirements with other requirements. In Step 2 - Identify assets and goals, there is no emphasis on any kind of requirements. The requirements are identified through the goals; therefore, both security and non-security quality requirements are identified.
	Ability to perform tradeoff between security and other kind of quality attributes. In Step 6 - Perform tradeoff analysis, we prioritized the various quality attributes; based on these quality attributes, we prioritized the COTS components. These results show that A-SQUARE has the ability to perform tradeoff analysis between security and other kinds of quality attributes.
	Support for revision. In A-SQUARE, Step 5 - Review and finalize security requirements allows requirements to be reviewed and revised.
	Traceability. Each of the steps in A-SQUARE requires an exit criteria artifact. Each decision can be traced back to its rationale using the artifacts.
	Consistency. In A-SQUARE, Step 5 - Review and finalize requirements ensures consistency. If two requirements are contradictory, the discrepancy can be rectified in this step.
	The evaluation criteria for the A-SQUARE tool are discussed below.
	Usability. The tool is available as a free download from the SEI website. There are instructions provided to use the tool. The installation process involves manually starting the server and setting up the databases. The server is an Apache web server, and the database is MySQL. This tool expects the database name to have a space, whereas MySQL did not allow us to create a database with a space in its name. Therefore, we changed the configuration file for the tool to expect a different database name. Once this was done, the tool worked as expected. The tool has several user types, and the instruction manual was helpful in understanding the access rights of the different types of users. It is intuitive and user friendly for a sophisticated user who is well versed in software engineering. This tool would not be considered easy to use by an inexperienced user.
	Robustness. The tool did not lose data. After multiple restarts, the data persisted.
	Conformance to A-SQUARE. We could perform all of the A-SQUARE steps using the tool. The tool even made it easy to perform these steps, laying out relevant information in an easy format throughout.
	Traceability. The tool provides ways to document rationale behind important decisions such as priority assignments and final product selection.
	Support for various techniques. The tool records the results of each step and the rationale behind decisions without regard to technique.
	8 Conclusion
	In conclusion, we found that each step of the A-SQUARE method provided the analyst with a good representation of the results. For example, the developed artifacts—use cases, the architecture diagram, and the security quality template from the SEI—helped us to understand the system well. The A-SQUARE tool helped us to neatly document and visualize the results along with the rationale. The tool provided us ample facilities to prioritize, categorize, and display security requirements.
	The A-SQUARE tool also provided us with the steps for performing tradeoff analysis so that the relative priorities between the different types of requirements could be understood.
	The A-SQUARE method had some disadvantages; for example, it did not provide a template to elicit, categorize, or prioritize requirements. These steps can be done in any fashion that the user decides, which can affect the accuracy of the final results. The A-SQUARE tool also lacked a function to check the completeness of the requirements elicitation process and a framework for final product selection.
	There are some areas of research that the A-SQUARE method would benefit from:
	 Techniques for measuring the security of COTS components
	 Prioritization of COTS components for a project
	These areas would greatly benefit the A-SQUARE method. The application of pairwise comparisons to prioritize and make decisions about the priorities of COTS components would fall under the second area of research.
	Other prioritization techniques should be applied to the A-SQUARE method, and a comparative study of the best prioritization technique for various types of projects should be found. The support for various techniques should be provided by the A-SQUARE tool if new techniques are added to the method.
	The tool serves its purpose of assisting the user of the A-SQUARE method well. No changes are recommended at this time.
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